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the process

In August 2011 a Category 4 tornado tore through downtown Goderich with
devastating consequences. The result was a complete stop to all local business
operations in the downtown core. Overlap Associates was hired by the Goderich
Business Improvement Area Board of Management to lead the creation of a 3 – 5
year strategic plan that will drive efforts of the BIA and its membership.
Through a series of exercises with the BIA Board that focused on planning and
coordinating competing interests, the team came up with a consensus-based
vision for Goderich BIA.
The first step was for the Board to gain a mutual understanding of Historical
Context. Understanding our past accomplishments tell us where we can have a
great future. Setting a historical context for any Strategic Planning work allows a
group to share their experiences and points of view while laying context for the
road ahead. This exercise was all the more poignant and powerful given the still
very raw emotions connected to the consequences of the tornado.
The next step was to create a broad vision for Downtown Goderich BIA. The
outcome was a collaborative and consensus-based understanding of five areas of
strategic vision for Downtown Goderich BIA: Priority One / Insight Plan / Bricks
&Motor / Staging Downtown / Relationship Building.
After establishing the vision, the team identified obstacles that might be in the
way of attaining the vision. It’s important to understand the roadblocks to be able
to clearly define a path towards meeting goals. The group identified a cluster
of five strategic obstacles that would require strategies to overcome them: Lost
Direction / Historical Friction / Roadblocks / Human Disengagement / Exhaustion.
The vision and obstacles were then taken to a wider audience involving Goderich
BIA members. With over 30 participants, the BIA membership worked in teams
to develop strategies to overcome each of the identified obstacles. The outcome
was a collection of new and creative ideas. The participatory nature of this activity
allowed for a wider distribution of ideas, more creative exploration of possibilities
and greater buy-in for concepts developed.
Overlap has refined these ideas by identifying 5 clear Strategic Direction
categories and building on the ideas generated by the participants.
In order to make this process a reality, the BIA Board is tasked with turning this
work into action by assigning timelines, deliverables and people-leads to each
themed section of the overall plan. The Board should plan to map out the first
quarter of strategic activity – and use the same process each quarter to keep
moving actionable plans forward for each strategic theme.
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1.0

vision

SECTION 1.1

Creating a vision provides direction and indicates to an organization where they
are headed. The Downtown Goderich BIA developed this vision with their board
during a collaborative, consensus driven exercise.

FIVE PART VISION
PRIORITY ONE
This cluster is considered the first priority for the rebuilding of downtown
Goderich. These include securing a location for the flea/farmer’s market;
rebuilding the buildings; and rebuilding the bandstand with washrooms.
INSIGHT PLAN
This cluster is described as the external relations and communications goals of
the board. Ideas include a business mentorship program, a year-round marketing
campaign, and utilizing technology to create a unique identity for Goderich.
BRICKS & MOTOR
This cluster captures the dreams for physical spaces and place making ideas. Ideas
include venues and buildings that would make Goderich a cultural, livable and
economically viable town.
STAGING DOWNTOWN
This cluster captured a design to make the downtown a more inviting place. Ideas
included a greener vision with an emphasis on the park and making it a destination
attraction, making the downtown walkable and pleasant with music, as well as new
ideas for events that make the downtown a people-centered area.
RELATIONSHIP BUILDING
The board determined that there is an ongoing need for relationship work
between the BIA board, staff and its membership. The goal is to increase the
respect for the BIA and its vision.
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2.0

obstacles to the vision

SECTION 2.1

Obstacles give us a way to move toward our vision. Without acknowledging
what is blocking an organization, it can be difficult to get traction and forward
momentum.

FIVE OBSTACLES
HUMAN DISENGAGEMENT
This obstacle addresses the difficult challenge of being a small town without
significant population density.
ROADBLOCKS
Funding, town regulations and challenges faced by the downtown as a result of
the disaster are creating an obstacle.
HISTORICAL FRICTION
This obstacle speaks to the relationship between the downtown Goderich BIA and
the town council, which makes alignment and pushing forward difficult.
LOST DIRECTION
Goderich is facing a big change over the next few years and this is a difficult
transition considering the impact the disaster had on the business community.
EXHAUSTION
Too few doing too much. Exhaustion is a typical obstacle faced by many in a
volunteer capacity, however, when coupled with the stress in both personal and
professional realms, it is easy to see why individuals would feel like they have no
more capacity.
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3.0

strategies

SECTION 3.1

With a practical vision developed, and a comprehensive understanding of the
obstacles preventing the realization of that vision, the BIA membership was asked
to work in teams to creatively brainstorm strategies to overcome the obstacles.
The first step is to turn the obstacles into opportunity statements. Now viewed
in the positive, the teams were free to think boldly and creatively to find a wide
range of solutions. The teams were able to further refine their ideas by clustering
them in categories of strategies. The result was participant-designed strategies to
overcome obstacles and move towards the practical vision.
Overlap has organized the strategies into FIVE Strategic Directions. The individual
strategies are colour coded to show which obstacles they address.

STRATEGIC DIRECTIONS
1. COMMUNICATION, COMMUNITY, BRAND
2. JUST BE GREAT
3. DEVELOP FUNDING RELATIONSHIPS
4. THE NEW VIBE
5. BUILD A STRONG FOUNDATION
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3.0

strategic direction
COMMUNICATION,
COMMUNITY, BRAND
There are a lot of ideas to support
renewed communication both to the
BIA members and to the broader
community. Many ideas supported the
rebrand of the downtown to support
a fresh vibe and to communicate the
changes that have been forced upon
the community by nature.

SECTION 3.2

STRATEGIES
PROACTIVE COMMUNICATION

ACTIVE COMMUNICATION TO
BIA MEMBERS

It’s more important than ever for
the BIA to take a leadership role
in communicating member news,
important decisions and information
to community groups, as well as the
community-at-large. Some activities
can include emailing BIA minutes,
distributing a newsletter highlighting
BIA decisions – while actively
encouraging feedback and responses.

The BIA can take an active role in
sending out information on many
different levels to the membership and
community. There is a real desire for
success stories to be celebrated, while
also keeping up with continued updates
about how plans are proceeding across
the membership. It may also be a good
idea to keep BIA goals and visions ‘in
front’ of businesses so that individuals
feel aligned to the big picture vision.

COMMUNICATION OUTREACH
TO COMMUNITY

CREATE ADVERTISING OPPORTUNITIES

By taking a broad view of its role, the
BIA can be the welcoming and helpful
face interacting with new and existing
businesses. If the BIA can play a role in
making starting or running a business
‘easy’ in Goderich, then the town will
attract more interest from potential
business owners and investors who
currently operate outside of Goderich.
CREATE NEW DOWNTOWN BRAND
Collaborating with Goderich Town
Council to build a new Goderich
Identity will help the BIA to embed
itself within the heart and soul of the
town. The BIA may also develop its
own extended brand – but it needs
to be complementary (not seen as
something completely different) to a
new, overarching Goderich brand.

Shout out success stories! Take the
opportunity to promote all the good
things happening throughout Goderich
and the BIA membership. The BIA can
also proactively advertise local business
opportunities at the Tourist Booth to
attract potential interest from an out-oftown market. Enlist a young hot-shot
and create a ‘BIA App’.
TELL THE BIG STORY
A good communications strategy will
speak to what has been accomplished
to-date, while setting the stage for what
the future vision is. Telling a story is
the basis of building a case for support
from a variety of potential stakeholders
(including funders, potential investors,
the wider business community etc).
This is also an opportunity to explain
the role of Goderich BIA and how
it’s different than the Chamber of
Commerce, Town Council etc.
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3.0

strategic direction
JUST BE GREAT
The BIA needs to be the best
at building relationships and
understanding the town. Despite
historical challenges, the BIA needs to
build respect by always reaching out,
knowing the community and building
strong support through volunteers.

SECTION 3.3

STRATEGIES

BUILD VOLUNTEER NETWORK

REACH OUT TO COUNCIL

There are many ways in which the
BIA can support its Volunteers – and
it must continue to innovate in order
to attract new people to the positions
that are so important. Volunteers need
to be rewarded and recognized by
both the BIA and their own employers.
Employers may be encouraged
to provide incentives to staff that
volunteer – new people inject a new
sense of fun and enthusiasm which is
infectious for others.

Provided the nature of the ongoing
relationship, there is an opportunity
to lead by example and reach out to
Council members in a new way. Some
ideas include: offering a twice-yearly
joint-retreat with Council or setting up
regular ‘beer & pizza’ evenings with
Council. The most important thing is
to reach out in a new way to change
perceptions on both sides which will
help to drive new collaborations and
outcomes.
BIA BECOMES THE EXPERT
Membership would like the BIA
to become the ‘go-to’ source for
information about town rules and
by-laws so that businesses are wellsupported throughout every level of
their business needs. The BIA could
also work with the town to develop
flexible interpretations of town rules,
helping members navigate bureaucracy
in a more efficient and transparent way.

BE THE LEADER FOR NEW BUSINESS
New businesses need all the support
they can get – and the BIA needs
to be at the heart of this support in
Goderich. Through a strong Board
leadership, the BIA can empower and
excite members while developing
stories of inspiration and success.
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3.0

strategic direction
DEVELOP FUNDING RELATIONSHIPS
You can’t expect money to come to
you, development requires relationships
and the BIA should undertake
strategies to build relationships with
possible funders for projects.

SECTION 3.4

STRATEGIES
INVESTIGATE INNOVATIVE
FUNDING MODELS
It would be helpful to the BIA
membership if the BIA were in a
position to uncover possible funding
models that could be adapted and
made to work in Goderich. Members
want support and information about
elements that could come together
to form an interesting funding model
– including: creating a consortium
of pooled money, private funding
opportunities, low interest loans,
developing a local investment loan
program.
STUDY THE GOVERNMENT
GRANTS LANDSCAPE
The BIA can play an increased role
for its members as ‘Practice Lead’ on
the subject of government grants.
Communicating opportunities, incentive
programs, possible funding at all levels
of government will be a big help for the
membership-at-large.
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3.0

strategic direction
THE NEW VIBE
Youth and culture are both part of the
“new Goderich” and should be part of
strategies moving forward. The BIA
membership identified both of these
areas as critical to the future success of
downtown and the revitalization of the
business core.

SECTION 3.5

STRATEGIES
BUILD CULTURE SCENE
There is a great deal of excitement and
energy around creating a cultural buzz
in Goderich. From large-scale projects
(e.g. building an Arts Centre), to fairly
simple ideas (e.g. family movie nights)
– the BIA can continue to lead events
that draw people and excitement to
Goderich and help to build its brand as
a family-friendly community.
CREATE YOUNG
ENTREPRENEUR PROGRAM
There is a real desire to equip the young
people of Goderich with new tools
that are focused on entrepreneurship
and innovation. There may be great
opportunities for mentoring highschool kids and teaching them reallife business skills and this mentoring
can graduate to creating internship
positions within the membership.
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3.0

strategic direction
BUILD A STRONG FOUNDATION
Part of the “business” of the
organization, this strategic direction
dictates the bulk of the work the BIA
should be doing as an organization.
There are a number of plans that either
need to be communicated better or
created, which will provide better
alignment and ultimately success in
the future.

SECTION 3.6

STRATEGIES
DEFINE BIA FOR GODERICH
Understanding where you’ve been is a
great springboard to define where you
want to be. There is an opportunity
for Goderich BIA to redefine its role
in the community – and through
its membership - strengthen its
collective voice as a true advocate for
the business in Goderich. The Board
members must play an active role in
making this happen with regularly
scheduled visits to businesses so that
new voices surface.
CREATE PRIORITIES
By identifying and tackling specific
projects, the BIA will be in a better
position to build momentum and
maintain activity levels over a
sustained period of time. Through the
identification of priorities, the BIA will
also be in a position to know when
external expertise may be required to
help achieve specific goals.

CREATE BUSINESS
ATTRACTION STRATEGY
In order to attract a different
population to Goderich, the BIA
could champion a Business Attraction
Strategy that uses outreach strategies
to find entrepreneurs in other cities and
enlist their help to promote the local
economy. The creation of an incubator
program could also help to attract new
and creative businesses that could
flourish within Goderich.
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT PLAN
The BIA can take a lead pursuing and
developing an economic development
plan that works together and builds on
the town plan. Marketing the strength
of a thoughtful plan will help to attract
investment from outside.

EXPLORE VITALIZATION MODELS
The BIA can take a big leadership role
around what happens in the core –
everything from encouraging condo
developments downtown; to exploring
and providing low-cost options for
professional services (including: Legal,
Accounting, Banking); to eliminating
barriers to high-density development.
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4.0

appendix
VISION EXERCISE DESCRIPTION
Each person was asked to brainstorm 10–12 vision ideas. Each
group then summarized each unique idea in 3–5 words on a
sticky note. The ideas from each group were posted on the wall,
and, once duplicates were removed, grouped into idea clusters
according to how they best built on each other. Each cluster was
given a title that encapsulates the common idea.

SECTION 4.1

VISION

BRICKS AND MOTOR

PRIORITY ONE

•

Condos in downtown

•

Year round farmer’s market

•

Fours seasons hotel (boutique)

•

Culinary school and workshop

•

“Geek” tech store

•

Increase population density in the core

•

Good mix of people and friendly
businesses

•

Creative cultural centre

•

Performing arts center

•

Secure a location for the flea/farmer’s
market

•

Rebuild the buildings

•

Rebuild bandstand with washrooms

RELATIONSHIP BUILDING
•

Manager and Board work closer at the
membership

•

Respect for BIA

STAGING DOWNTOWN
•

Relay for Life event

•

Special events (golf cart rally)

•

Inflatable movie screen

•
•

•

Find a community mentor and learn
from them

Add music/WiFi to lamp posts

•

Walkablecommunitywithlotsofactivities
and events year round

Createanenvironmentwherebusinesses
want to be downtown

•

A new successful year round marketing
campaign

•

Create a unique identity

•

Utilize technology to our advantage

•

Become a destination

•

Live up to our potential

•

Becomethetowneveryoneelsewantsto
come to

•

Beautify “open” alleyways

•

The “new” front doors

•

Bestparkever(spazenzone,trees,lighting,
music)

•

INSIGHT PLAN

Agreener,moreenvironmentallyaware
community
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4.0

appendix
OBSTACLE EXERCISE DESCRIPTION
This exercise was aimed at understanding what obstacles are
blocking the overall vision. Obstacle frameworks encourage
shared ownership about what is standing in the way of achieving
ultimate success. This exercise generated a joined-up sense
of empowerment among the team to tackle challenges with a
positive frame of mind.

SECTION 4.2

OBSTACLES

EXHAUSTION

LOST DIRECTION

•

Scale is overwhelming

•

No focused community vision

•

Volunteer fatigue

•

Findings agreement on identity

•

Prioritizing

•

Lack of all government levels’ support

•

Lack of money

•

Overcoming fear of change

HUMAN DISENGAGEMENT

HISTORICAL FRICTION
•

Different visions (agendas) bull
headed

•

Lack of consensus

•

Input versus control

•

Public funding

•

Closed door decisions

•

Lack of young entrepreneurs

•

Lack of populations density

•

No engagement in culture

ROADBLOCKS
•

Rules and bylaws

•

Private funding

•

Lack of investment interest
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4.0

appendix
STAKEHOLDER ANALYSIS DESCRIPTION
This exercise was aimed at gaining a collective understanding of
who stakeholders are – while also creating a matrix of power and
interest to better understand how to engage them, or potentially
where roadblocks are.
This listing should help the Board to quickly decide how much
energy and resource to put into various groups.

SECTION 4.3

STAKEHOLDER ANALYSIS

•

Banks: Bank of Montreal, TD, CIBC,
Scotia Bank, and Royal Bank

•

Town Administration

•

Town and Parks Department

HIGH POWER + HIGH INTEREST
•

Council and Liaison Councilors

•

Mayor Shewfelt

•

BIA and the BIA Chair

•

Ellis Don

•

Huron Chamber and CEO

•

Existing developers

•

Existing investors

•

Service clubs

•

County of Huron and Scott Tousaw

•

OMAFRA

•

HBDC

•

CERC

•

Credit Union

•

Federal government and Harper

•

Provincial government and
McGuinty

•

MPP, MP

•

Heritage

HIGH POWER + LOW INTEREST
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4.0

appendix

SECTION 4.3

STAKEHOLDER ANALYSIS

•

BIA members

LOW POWER + HIGH INTEREST

•

Business members and private
business owners

•

Business on the square

•

Private land and property owners

•

Retail market

•

County planner

•

New entrepreneurs

•

Motivated citizens

•

Relatives from Goderich living
outside of town, Edge Fund

•

Cultural mapping project (county)

LOW POWER + LOW INTEREST

•

Celtic Festival and Celtic Roots
College

•

Garth Drabrusey

•

Aubrey Dan

•

Artists

•

Balsillie and Lazaridis

•

Resident on the square

•

University of Waterloo

•

Town (downtown) dwellers

•

BIA Ontario

•

Online discussions with friends,
relatives

•

Other BIAs

•

University of Guelph

•

Potential developers

•

Shoppers

•

Potential investors

•

Children, youth, and seniors

•

Ag comm

•

Cottagers and visitors

•

Churches

•

Voice of the community

•

Art council (potential)

•

Planning partnership

•

Business in the rest of the
community

•

Farmer’s market vendors

•

Special interest groups (sports,
cyclists)

•

Business on the spokes
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